ID Classic

Highly recommended with:

STANDARD MULTIFOCAL LENSES
• Award-winning anti-reflective coating
• 5 times more scratch resistance than standard coatings
• Lenses stay cleaner for longer

Standard multifocal lenses have large distortion areas
at the sides of the lens. Common complaints include a
‘swim and sway’ feeling when moving around and vision
problems when changing focus from near to far distance.

ID CLASSIC LENSES

MULTIFOCAL
LENSES

• Reduces eye strain and fatigue
• Neutralises blue light from digital screens
• Available with Diamond Finish

• Light reactive lenses that change according to the light
• Sunglass dark outdoors, clear indoors
• Available in natural grey, brown and green

For more information on ID Classic please
speak to your local eyecare professional.

ID Classic lenses provide natural stable vision when
moving around. Near and intermediate vision fields are
extremely wide, so you can comfortably use mobile
devices and read. With ID Classic you will enjoy
supremely effortless focusing, relaxed vision, crisper and
clearer images. Welcome to clear and natural vision.

FOR CLEAR & NATURAL VISION
www.hoyalens.com.au

ID CLassic
For clear and natural vision

STATE-OF-THE-ART LENS TECHNOLOGY
DESIGN TECHNOLOGY

YOUR BENEFITS

STABLE VIEW

Reduces the unpleasant sway effect, commonly
experienced by progressive lens wearers, when
moving around.

SUITS MODERN FRAMES

Suitable for a wide range of frames.

INTEGRATED DOUBLE SURFACE DESIGN

Minimises visual distortion and reduces eye
movement from far to near distance, for more
natural vision.

EYE TRACKING

Provides precise vision, even when looking
through the periphery of the lens.

ID Classic customised multifocal lenses provide clear,
relaxed vision and effortless focusing for all distances –
near, intermediate and far.
Utilising state-of-the-art technology, the lenses are
customised to each person’s prescription, providing
clear, natural vision and easy adaption.
ID Classic is the perfect solution for anybody who
requires versatile all-in-one lenses.

